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Introduction: Although interest in beverage taxes has increased in recent years, industry opposi-
tion and other challenges have limited their spread in the U.S. Because beverage tax proposals are
often unsuccessful, there is limited empirical evidence to inform advocacy efforts. Philadelphia’s 1.5
cent-per-ounce tax on sweetened beverages provides an opportunity to understand how public tes-
timony for and against the tax was framed in a city that ultimately passed the policy.

Methods: A content analysis of all public testimony about the beverage tax presented to the Phila-
delphia City Council in 2016 was conducted. Testimonies were coded for policy stance (protax or
antitax), speaker type, and specific protax or antitax arguments. Quantitative data were analyzed in
2018−2019 using chi-square tests.

Results: A total of 177 unique testimonies were identified, which included 40 protax arguments
(grouped into 11 themes) and 31 antitax arguments (grouped into 10 themes). Most testimonies
were delivered orally, and most speakers argued in favor of the tax (58%). Among tax supporters,
funding early childhood education was the most common argument (71%), whereas tax opponents
most frequently argued that sugar-sweetened beverages were the wrong target for the tax (50%).

Conclusions: This analysis of public testimony revealed that protax advocacy efforts highlighted
the revenue benefits for early childhood education and community infrastructure rather than the
tax’s potential to reduce sweetened beverage consumption and improve health. By contrast, antitax
arguments centered on the unfairness of targeting a single industry, potential negative economic
impacts, and the perceived lack of evidence that the tax would influence consumer behavior.
Am J Prev Med 2021;000(000):1−10. © 2021 American Journal of Preventive Medicine. Published by Elsevier
Inc. All rights reserved.

INTRODUCTION

There is increasing interest in sweetened beverage
taxes as a way to generate revenue and reduce
consumption of sugar-sweetened beverages

(SSBs).1,2 As the largest source of added sugar in the Amer-
ican diet,3,4 excess SSB intake is associated with increased
risk for obesity,5,6 type II diabetes,7 cardiovascular disease,8

dental caries,9,10 and mortality.11 Currently, 7 U.S. localities
have implemented excises taxes on sweetened
beverages,12,13 whereas dozens of other local proposals
have been unsuccessful.12 In a high-profile upset, the sweet-
ened beverage tax in Cook County was repealed 4 months
after implementation,13 and several states have passed pre-
emption laws to prevent new sweetened beverage taxes
from being implemented in local jurisdictions.14 Tax

proponents have countered with proposals for state-level
sweetened beverage taxes, but none have passed.15,16
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After 2 unsuccessful attempts to pass a sweetened bev-
erage tax in Philadelphia in 2010 and 2011, the City
Council passed a 1.5 cent-per-ounce tax on SSBs and
artificially sweetened beverages (ASBs) in June 2016.17,18

It is the only current U.S. tax that includes ASBs, which
was the result of a last-minute compromise within City
Council to secure the necessary votes.19 Philadelphia
Mayor Jim Kenney’s administration framed the tax as a
revenue generator for key initiatives, including universal
pre-kindergarten (pre-K), community schools, and
rebuilding community infrastructure, rather than as a
public health intervention.20 Despite the widespread
appeal of the Mayor’s proposed initiatives,21 the tax was
strongly opposed by the beverage industry and busi-
nesses (small and large) because of concern over its
impact on beverage prices and profits.22

To understand the arguments made for and against
this controversial policy, previous research has analyzed
media debates over beverage taxes to explore public
perceptions, differing perspectives on the potential
financial and health impacts of the policy, and varying
degrees of support for government intervention.23−26

Other studies focused on the political feasibility of SSB
taxes have conducted qualitative interviews with key
stakeholders, such as public officials, politicians, and
consumer representatives.20,27 Finally, an analysis of
news media, court documents, testimony, and qualita-
tive interviews about the repealed Cook County tax
suggested that inconsistent messaging about the tax’s
purpose, implementation challenges, and strong antitax
voices in the media were major contributors to the
tax’s failure.28

This study adds to the existing literature on beverage
tax policy passage by performing a content analysis of
public testimony given to the Philadelphia City Council
to identify arguments for and against the tax. Although
most research on the beverage tax policy process has
focused on media coverage or key informant interviews,
public hearings provide a unique opportunity to exam-
ine which arguments were presented directly to policy-
makers and by whom. Although there is likely an
overlap between popular media coverage and public tes-
timony, analyzing public testimony reveals which actors
engaged in the policy process, how issues were framed,
and the frequency with which they were raised to policy-
makers. Furthermore, public testimony has been found
to increase state legislators’ awareness of and motivation
to further investigate issues and may even impact their
decision making.29 Thus, understanding the content,
policy stance, and predominance of delivered arguments
may provide insight into the influence of public hearings
on the policy process.

METHODS
Study Sample
Transcripts from all Philadelphia City Council public hearings
that included agenda items about the beverage tax or the Fiscal
Year 2017 budget and 12 documents containing written or supple-
mentary testimony were obtained from the Office of the Chief
Clerk. Document screening for relevance to the proposed tax
yielded transcripts from public hearings with public testimony
(n=5), hearings with testimony from City officials (n=4), and testi-
mony submitted in writing (n=11). One coder (AP) identified all
pertinent testimonies (i.e., testimonies containing ≥1 explicit pro-
tax or antitax argument; n=180) and highlighted distinct argu-
ments within each testimony for coder classification.

A total of 3 additional testimonies were excluded during coding
owing to irrelevance (n=1) or duplication (n=2). The final analytic
sample included 177 testimonies. Because the initial proposal,
which called for a 3 cent-per-ounce tax on SSBs only, was changed
shortly before the City Council’s vote to approve the tax, all testi-
monies refer to the original proposal and not to the final, revised
version that includes ASBs and reduces the tax rate to 1.5 cents
per ounce.

Measures
Testimonies were coded according to (1) speaker type (e.g., educa-
tors, parents, union representatives), (2) overall policy stance (pre-
dominantly protax or antitax) on the basis of whether the
testimony contained more protax or antitax arguments, (3) the
individual protax and antitax arguments presented, and (4) for-
mat (oral or written submission). Speaker type was based on
speaker self-identification (Table 1). If multiple identities were
mentioned, coders used the first identity mentioned, unless both
coders agreed that a subsequent identity was more relevant to the
testimony (15.2%). For example, one speaker began by saying,
“I’m a 37-year resident of the City of Philadelphia and a retired
primary care physician...” In this example, coders agreed that
“retired primary care physician” was more specific and relevant to
the testimony than resident; therefore, this speaker was coded as a
healthcare professional.

The codebook was created by first reviewing the entire sample
of testimonies to identify distinct protax and antitax arguments.
Arguments were then grouped into themes (Table 2). After 4
rounds of pilot testing and revision, 3 coders (JGE, PS, and CML)
coded the testimonies. The entire sample was double coded (PS
coded all testimonies, and JGE and CML coded 50%). Disagree-
ments were resolved through discussion. This study was deemed
not human subjects research by the University of Pennsylvania
IRB.

Statistical Analysis
In addition to the qualitative analysis, descriptive statistics are
presented, including the percentage of testimonies that were pro-
tax and antitax and that contained each theme and argument and
the average number of arguments per testimony (overall and by
policy stance). Analyses were conducted in 2018 and 2019. Chi-
square tests were performed using Stata, version 16 (a<0.05).
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RESULTS

Overall, 103 testimonies (58.2%) supported the tax, and
74 testimonies (41.8%) opposed the tax (Table 1).
Among protax testimonies, the largest speaker category
was nonprofit and community-based organizations
(31%), which comprised only 5.4% of antitax speakers
(p<0.001). Among antitax testimonies, the largest
speaker category was beverage producers/distributors
(24%), whereas no beverage industry speakers gave pro-
tax testimony. Most testimonies were presented orally
(76.3%), with more oral testimonies delivered by protax
(n=85) than by antitax (n=50) speakers (p=0.02).
Testimony analysis resulted in the identification of 40

unique protax arguments, which were grouped into 11
distinct protax themes, and 31 unique antitax argu-
ments, which were grouped into 10 antitax themes. Pro-
tax testimonies contained an average of 4.1 arguments
and 2.9 themes, and antitax testimonies had an average
of 3.9 arguments and 2.9 themes.

Table 2 describes each protax and antitax theme and
summarizes the percentage of testimonies that include
each theme. Sample quotes from each theme are pro-
vided in Table 3 (protax themes) and Table 4 (antitax
themes). The specific protax (Appendix Table 1, avail-
able online) and antitax (Appendix Table 2, available
online) arguments are described in the Appendix (avail-
able online), along with their relative frequencies
(Appendix Table 3, available online). The most frequent
themes by policy stance are summarized in this study.
Two of the most common protax themes pertained to

the Mayor’s initiatives. Early childhood education (ECE)
figured prominently in both protax and antitax argu-
ments, although it came up more than twice as often in
protax testimonies than as in antitax testimonies
(p<0.001). Arguments for ECE (Protax Theme 1)
appeared in 71% of protax testimonies and emphasized
the importance of funding universal pre-K and the need
to improve education for all children. One parent
argued, for example, “Existing education revenues are

Table 1. Sources of Sweetened Beverage Tax Public Testimony Delivered to Philadelphia City Council in 2016

Testimony
characteristics

% of overall testimony
(n=177)

% of protax testimony
(n=103)

% of antitax testimony
(n=74) p-value

Policy stance N/A
Protax 58.2 100.0 0.0
Antitax 41.8 0.0 100.0

Type of delivery 0.021*
Oral 76.3 82.5 67.6
Written 23.7 17.5 32.4

Themes and arguments
Number of themes,
mean (SD)

2.92 (1.81) 2.93 (1.93) 2.91 (1.64) 0.923

Number of arguments,
mean (SD)

4.03 (2.79) 4.14 (2.89) 3.88 (2.66) 0.546

Speaker identity
Nonprofit/community-
based organization

20.3 31.1 5.4 <0.001***

Education 12.4 18.4 4.1 0.004**
Retailer 10.7 3.9 20.3 0.001**
Producer/distributor 10.2 0.00 24.3 <0.001***
Government 9.0 12.6 4.1 0.050
Parent 8.5 11.7 4.1 0.073
Not specified 7.9 1.9 16.2 0.001**
Resident 6.2 3.9 9.5 0.130
Healthcare 5.7 9.7 0.0 0.006**
Union 5.6 4.9 6.8 0.589
Beverage industry 2.8 0.0 6.8
Education/health 2.8 4.9 0.0

Other identity 3.4 1.9 5.4 0.209

Note: Boldface indicates statistical significance.
*p<0.05.
**p<0.01.
***p<0.001.
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not available and pre-K benefits are clear and compel-
ling. It is an imperative for our City’s children and our
future that this funding be provided.”
All 3 of the Mayor’s initiatives came up frequently in

protax testimonies, including the creation of community
schools and the plan to Rebuild community infrastructure
(i.e., parks, recreational centers, libraries). Improving parks
and neighborhood facilities to give children equitable
access to safe places to play and after-school activities (Pro-
tax Theme 3) appeared in 36% of protax testimonies.
The most common theme in antitax testimony cen-

tered on SSBs as the wrong target for the tax (Antitax
Theme 1, 50% of antitax testimonies). Speakers empha-
sized that they supported the Mayor’s initiatives but
urged City Council to find another way to fund the pro-
posed programs. For example, one Pepsi bottling

company employee asserted, “We want pre-K. We want
parks. I grew up in the city. I played in the parks, you
know, just like everybody else in this room did. We all
want these good things, but put it on—put it on another
way. You cannot put it on the backs of one industry...”.
This theme also included arguments about the unfair-
ness of targeting 1 industry, the belief in a better way to
generate revenue and proposals for doing so (e.g., budget
amendments), and the role of other products in promot-
ing obesity.
Similarly, antitax testimonies frequently contained

arguments about the (in)effectiveness of the tax (Anti-
tax Theme 3) on reducing sweetened beverage pur-
chases (47% of antitax testimonies). Speakers argued
that people would purchase SSBs outside the city, that
the tax is not sustainable, that projected revenue is

Table 2. Proportion of SSB Tax Testimonies Including Discrete Protax and Antitax Themes

Themes

Proportion of protax (n=103) or
antitax testimonies (n=74) containing

theme Proportion (95% CI)

Proportion of all
testimonies (n=177)

containing theme (95% CI)

Any protax themea 1.00 0.59 (0.52, 0.66)b

Theme 1: tax will fund early childhood education (ECE) 0.71 (0.61, 0.79) 0.41 (0.34, 0.49)
Theme 2: tax will have positive economic outcomes 0.41 (0.32, 0.51) 0.24 (0.18, 0.31)
Theme 3: tax will fund improvement of community
infrastructure through Rebuild

0.36 (0.27, 0.46) 0.21 (0.16, 0.28)

Theme 4: Philadelphia needs to act now 0.28 (0.20, 0.38) 0.16 (0.12, 0.23)
Theme 5: tax will improve health outcomes 0.26 (0.19, 0.36) 0.16 (0.12, 0.23)
Theme 6: tax will fund community schools 0.22 (0.15, 0.31) 0.13 (0.09, 0.19)
Theme 7: tax will fight poverty, racism, and inequality 0.21 (0.14, 0.30) 0.12 (0.08, 0.18)
Theme 8: tax is not an attack on beverage industry 0.15 (0.09, 0.23) 0.08 (0.05, 0.14)
Theme 9: tax is not a violation of personal freedom 0.13 (0.07, 0.21) 0.07 (0.04, 0.12)
Theme 10: tax is a source of revenue (for initiatives other
than pre-K, community schools, and Rebuild)

0.11 (0.06, 0.18) 0.06 (0.03, 0.11)

Theme 11: other argument in support of tax 0.05 (0.02, 0.11) 0.03 (0.01, 0.07)
Any antitax themea 1.00 0.43 (0.36, 0.50)b

Theme 1: beverage industry is not the right target for
the tax

0.50 (0.39, 0.61) 0.21 (0.16, 0.28)

Theme 2: tax will hurt Philadelphia businesses and
economy

0.47 (0.36, 0.59) 0.20 (0.15, 0.27)

Theme 3: tax will not be effective 0.47 (0.36, 0.59) 0.20 (0.15, 0.26)
Theme 4: tax will have negative impact on individuals’
finances

0.46 (0.35, 0.57) 0.20 (0.15, 0.27)

Theme 5: tax will hurt the beverage industry 0.30 (0.20, 0.41) 0.12 (0.08, 0.18)
Theme 6: tax is regressive 0.28 (0.19, 0.40) 0.12 (0.08, 0.18)
Theme 7: tax is a violation of personal freedom 0.18 (0.10, 0.28) 0.07 (0.04, 0.12)
Theme 8: taxation is a slippery slope (and will lead to
taxes on other products)

0.07 (0.03, 0.15) 0.03 (0.01, 0.07)

Theme 9: tax is unnecessary 0.05 (0.02, 0.14) 0.02 (0.01, 0.06)
Theme 10: other argument in opposition to tax 0.09 (0.05, 0.19) 0.04 (0.02, 0.08)

aThis table shows the proportion of protax testimonies (n=103) containing each protax theme and the proportion of antitax testimonies (n=103) con-
taining each antitax theme.
bThe proportion of testimonies containing any protax theme is not exactly the same as the proportion of protax testimonies because a small number
(2.7%) of antitax testimonies used a protax argument. The same is true for antitax testimonies; 1.9% of protax testimonies included an antitax argu-
ment.
ECE, early childhood education; pre-K, pre-kindergarten; SSB, sugar-sweetened beverage.
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overestimated, that similar taxes have not worked in the
past, and that SSBs would be sold illegally. Tax oppo-
nents referenced other taxes in Philadelphia, such as
the sales tax or the cigarette tax, twice as often as tax
supporters (p<0.005).
Arguments about the economic consequences of

the tax also emerged frequently on both sides of the
debate (41% of protax and 47% of antitax testimo-
nies). Antitax testimonies underscored the possible
negative impacts of the tax on Philadelphia’s

businesses and economy (Antitax Theme 2). Speakers
argued that the tax would impede sales in businesses
that depend on SSBs for profits and result in job
losses in small businesses and retailers. For example,
one small-business owner said, “I have 14 years
working in that store business, and this will destroy
everything I built to this point, because I’m afraid if
this pass [sic], it’s going to be over. So I urge you to
oppose this tax and think about the businesses that
are going to be lost.”

Table 3. Sample Quotes From Each Protax Theme

Protax argument themes Example quote

Theme 1: tax will fund early childhood
education (ECE)

“While low income working parents may be able to get a childcare subsidy with the fee
cap at about nine percent of their income, there is not enough to go around and
hundreds of children are stuck on waiting lists. The City’s plan Universal pre-K program
will not only help parents access and afford these services, but it can change children’s
lives forever.”

Theme 2: tax will have positive economic
outcomes

“No tax is perfect, but the Mayor’s proposed sugary drink tax is likely to have minimal
short-term impact on the City’s overall business climate, while it helps to advance
these crucial investments in education and neighborhoods.”

Theme 3: tax will fund improvement of
community infrastructure through
“Rebuild”

“Like I was stating, I walked around these streets in Philadelphia and it’s a shame that
certain neighborhoods got better recreation centers than others, certain
neighborhoods got better libraries than others, certain neighborhoods got better parks
and are fully staffed than others. And how do you consider that fair? Every child
deserves a quality library, a quality park and recreation center, and a quality education
in the City of Philadelphia. It shouldn’t matter what part of Philadelphia you live in.”

Theme 4: we need to act now “I wish we didn’t have to take these kind of actions, make these kind of decisions, but if
we keep waiting for state and federal legislators to figure out how to better fund
education, particularly early childhood education, our problems will continue to get
much more worse.”

Theme 5: tax will improve health outcomes “People consuming one or more sugary drinks per day have a 26 percent higher risk of
developing diabetes, and there are no essential nutrients contained within those
sugary beverages. The single largest source of added sugar in the American diet is
sugary drinks.”

Theme 6: tax will fund community schools “The creation of community schools will fill in the gaps to provide our children with the
tools they need to succeed in life, from medical to dental to counseling to trades and
much, much more. If the children are our future, we need to support this measure.”

Theme 7: tax will fight poverty, racism, and
inequality

“It’s time that we put an end to the lies of lobbyists who have called this a grocery tax or
implied that it will somehow harm the very communities it will most directly help.
Similar scare mongering has been used in the past to protect the already huge profits
of the corporations who are suddenly advocates for the poor when their profits are at
risk.”

Theme 8: tax is not an attack on beverage
industry

“The sugary drink tax will not devastate big or small business. PepsiCo’s most valuable,
most profitable brand is Frito Lay, a non-beverage. The two largest unionized beverage
truck driver employers in Philadelphia are Pepsi and Coke. We both know that. Their
drivers deliver all products under the Pepsi and Coke label, which includes not only
sugar-sweetened beverages but also water. If the soda tax results in a lower demand
for soda, the beverage companies and truck drivers will still have overall demand for
beverage items, and may even see an increase in demand for water.”

Theme 9: tax is not a violation of personal
freedom

“Let’s reiterate that this is not a tax on consumption but on beverage producers.
Consumers have a choice not to buy soda, and we know that choosing to do without it
is a wise choice when it comes to their health.”

Theme 10: tax is a source of revenue (for
initiatives other than pre-K, community
schools, and Rebuild)

“I appreciate the opportunity provided by Council to testify on behalf of the Mayor’s
proposal to invest in expanded high-quality pre-K, new community schools, revitalized
recreation and library facilities, new energy savings programs and reducing the City’s
pension burden. Taken together, the investments represent a transformative
investment in future growth and opportunity for the City’s children, residents and
communities.”

ECE, early childhood education; pre-K, pre-kindergarten.
Note: Boldface indicates the part of the quote that relates to the highlighted theme.
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Protax arguments focused on potential positive
economic impacts (Protax Theme 2) such as more
jobs from improved education and reduced health-
care costs. They also attempted to counter antitax
arguments, contending that the tax would not hurt
small businesses or the beverage industry. For exam-
ple, a leader from the Economy League of Greater
Philadelphia noted, “No tax is perfect, but the May-
or’s proposed sugary drink tax is likely to have mini-
mal short-term impact on the City’s overall business
climate, while it helps to advance these crucial invest-
ments in education and neighborhoods.”

DISCUSSION
This study is among the first to examine the arguments
made for and against a beverage tax in public testimony
to a City Council. In contrast to an analysis of public tes-
timony regarding an SSB portion-size cap in New York
City,30 most submitted testimonies were in favor of the

tax. Advocates from nonprofit and community-based
organizations comprised the largest proportion of protax
testimony speakers. Although the Cook County tax was
also supported by some grassroots, community-led
organizations, education professionals did not feature
prominently in the debate, whereas they were the sec-
ond-largest speaker category in Philadelphia and pre-
dominately supported the tax.28 All healthcare
professionals who testified in Philadelphia supported the
tax, but they made up a relatively small proportion of
testimony speakers. Business and beverage industry rep-
resentatives, as in the portion-size-limit debate,30 made
up most of the opposition. Similarly, in Cook County,
antitax groups included industry and industry-related
coalitions; although in contrast to this study’s findings,
the main protax coalition was health centered and was
ultimately divided in their support for the tax by the
inclusion of ASBs.28

The Mayor’s proposal to use tax revenue to fund
ECE emerged as the predominant protax theme.

Table 4. Sample Quotes From Each Antitax Theme

Antitax themes Sample quotes

Theme 1: beverage industry is not the
right target

“Please understand the beverage industry is not against the children of this city or their
well-being or the programs that you’re trying to provide. What we are against is being
singled out to foot the entire bill.”

Theme 2: tax will hurt Philadelphia
businesses and economy

“Small businesses, as you know, run on thin margins and rely on beverages for much of
their sales and profits. The impact of a three-cent per ounce tax would be catastrophic.
Customers have told me that they will be forced to layoff employees or even close.”

Theme 3: tax will not be effective “We will shop outside the city which means the small store owner as well as the big ones
will suffer then what? Leave and there is more loss. This is going to be another Detroit. DO
NOT LET IT HAPPEN.”

Theme 4: tax will have a negative
impact on individuals’ finances

“The average citizen of Philadelphia deserves a break. People are being squeezed tighter
and tighter and there is nothing left to squeeze from them. Now, even the things we drink
are being arbitrarily made more expensive.”

Theme 5: tax will hurt the beverage
industry

“. . .as a manager at a company [Pepsi] that provides more than 700 above minimum
wage paying jobs in this country, I’m afraid for the roughly 120 employees I manage.”

Theme 6: tax is regressive “Low-income citizens are a significant purchaser of sugar sweetened beverages because
they’re affordable. Unlike most other City residents who can drive out to the suburbs to
buy their beverages if this outrageous tax is passed, the City’s poor will have no choice to
pay more or get it from underground markets that will surely arise throughout the City.”

Theme 7: tax is a violation of personal
freedom

We also do not need to pay for pre-K for everyone in the city. It’s not the government’s job
to raise our children. Government providing for K thru 12 is enough. Parents need to be
more involved with raising their children. What’s next, paying for daycare from birth!”

Theme 8: taxation is a slippery slope “In the poorer neighborhoods that other people have spoken about, a soft drink is still an
affordable treat. We want to take that away? What’s next? Ice cream, candy, cakes, fast
food, pizza? The list is endless.”

Theme 9: tax is unnecessary “As I wrote, I have serious concerns that the Mayor’s plan to expand Universal pre-K to
every Philadelphia child will not achieve what it is designed to do. The Mayor’s proposal
would effectively reinvent the wheel. The Philadelphia School District is currently the largest
provider of pre-K in the City, serving about 9,000 three and four year olds. Instead of
providing additional resources for the district’s nationally recognized pre-K program, the
administration wants to expand the use of outside, nonunionized private providers.
Providers that have often had a questionable track record and pay their employees poverty-
level wages. This approach continues a disturbing trend begun in 2013 when the District
started outsourcing thousands of pre-K seats away from PFT. Billed as a cost-saving
measure, it expanded the low wage workforce the Mayor is seeking to double down on.”

PFT, Philadelphia Federation of Teachers; pre-K, pre-kindergarten.
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Previous research indicates higher support for bever-
age taxes if the revenue is allocated toward health or
the public good.23 The decision to frame the proposal
as a mechanism to benefit youth, education, and
communities rather than as a nutrition intervention
emerged as a major theme in interviews with key
stakeholders in the Philadelphia policymaking pro-
cess.20 Using a nonhealth frame and earmarking reve-
nue for programs with broad support may have
contributed to the proposal’s successful passage,20,31

which is consistent with previous evidence that public
health advocates could benefit from incorporating a
wider range of frames.32,33 In addition, supporting
ECE may have a synergistic effect on health and
health equity because findings from a simulation
study suggest that expanding pre-K access could lead
to further reductions in SSB consumption,34 in addi-
tion to other important, lasting positive health
impacts.35−37

Unlike in other studies of the debate surrounding SSB
policies,23,24,26,30,32 the tax’s potential impact on public
health did not come up often. Obesity and diabetes were
rarely mentioned but appeared more often in protax tes-
timonies than in antitax testimonies. The limited
emphasis on public health matched the Mayor’s nar-
rowed focus on raising revenue for education programs
and infrastructure, which has been identified as a delib-
erate strategy contributing to the policy’s success in
Philadelphia.20,38 Conversely, inconsistent messaging
about the purpose of the tax (revenue or public health)
likely contributed to the repeal of the Cook County bev-
erage tax.28 Furthermore, others have argued that the
eventual compromise to include ASBs supported Phila-
delphia’s framing of the tax as a revenue-generating
measure rather than as a health initiative, whereas taxa-
tion of ASBs along with SSBs undermined Cook
County’s public health argument.38

Tax opponents most frequently argued that although
they supported the proposed initiatives, they believed that
taxing SSBs was not the right solution because the tax
would unfairly target 1 industry. This echoes the findings
from the portion cap hearings, in which the most common
argument against the portion-size limit was that SSBs were
the wrong target.30 Arguments that the tax would not
work, either because people would not reduce their soda
consumption (and thus the tax would have no health
effect) or because people would buy SSBs outside the city,
appeared in nearly half of all antitax testimonies. However,
studies have estimated a 28%−38% reduction in volume
sales of taxed beverages in Philadelphia 1-year post-tax
implementation,39,40 suggesting that beverage taxes effec-
tively reduce SSB purchases. The policy’s impact on

beverage consumption is more mixed, although these
studies may be limited by small sample sizes.41−43

Arguments about the economic impacts of the tax
came up on both sides of the debate. Many economic
arguments that arose in Philadelphia also emerged in
other cities debating similar taxes,24,25,30 whereas other
arguments about the use of revenue were unique to Phil-
adelphia, consistent with Nixon and colleagues’25 finding
that some arguments were common across different cit-
ies considering beverage taxes and that others were
unique to each location. Opponents argued that the tax
would be devastating for small businesses and the bever-
age industry, causing reduced sales, store closures, and
job losses and ultimately driving large companies out of
Philadelphia. These arguments largely overlap with the
themes identified in industry public comments opposing
a national menu-labeling policy, such as costs, expenses,
unnecessary burden, and job loss, as well as their self-
depiction as “vulnerable businesses that are distinct
from large chains.”32 Tax proponents counterargued
that the tax would not harm businesses because custom-
ers would shift to healthier, untaxed beverages. Empiri-
cal evaluations of the impact of the beverage tax in
Philadelphia44,45 and elsewhere46 have not found adverse
effects on employment; similarly, evidence from tobacco
taxes indicates that tobacco taxes do not lead to overall
job losses because losses in tobacco-related sectors are
offset by gains in other sectors.47,48

Finally, although it proved too difficult to reliably
code equity framing as a unique theme, speakers on
both sides of the debate framed their arguments in
terms of fairness and equity. Antitax speakers argued
that consumers, not the distributors, would bear the
added cost of the tax and that the tax was too broad in
scope and unaffordable and would disproportionately
impact low-income populations. Regressivity is com-
monly cited as a reason for opposition to beverage
taxes,23,24,49 although the inclusion of ASBs may miti-
gate these concerns.31 As in Oakland,26 protax speakers
aimed to counter antitax misinformation regarding the
scope of the tax, noting that the beverage tax was not a
grocery tax, a characterization used by industry. In this
study and in other studies,24,30,32 protax advocates have
argued that policies to reduce SSB consumption would
benefit populations that experience greater negative
health outcomes associated with SSB consumption,
including low-income families and families of color,50

who face disproportionately targeted marketing of
SSBs.51 In Philadelphia, speakers also asserted that the
tax would benefit low-income families and families of
color by providing equitable access to high-quality ECE
and recreational facilities.
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Limitations
This content analysis had several limitations. First, this
analysis only considers testimonies delivered at public
City Council hearings and does not capture other ways
the public can express their opinion to elected officials.
Second, the analysis does not capture whether each testi-
mony was provided by a unique speaker or whether a
few individuals spoke multiple times. Although speakers
were categorized by stated identity, the number of speak-
ers belonging to specific advocacy or industry groups
was not assessed. In addition, this paper examines a sin-
gle beverage tax debate in 1 city with its own unique
local context. Comparing these findings with public tes-
timony from previous, unsuccessful attempts to pass a
sweetened beverage tax in Philadelphia would be a fruit-
ful area for future research. Finally, this paper provides a
description of protax and antitax arguments but is not
able to determine which arguments were most persua-
sive to policymakers.

CONCLUSIONS
This case study of Philadelphia revealed that tax advo-
cacy efforts focused on the revenue benefits for ECE and
other initiatives rather than on the potential public
health impact, whereas arguments against the tax raised
concerns about unfairly targeting a single industry, nega-
tive economic impacts, and perceived ineffectiveness.
These results can inform policymakers and advocates
about the types of protax and antitax arguments used in
Philadelphia, which are likely to resurface in other juris-
dictions considering a sweetened beverage tax.
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